URANIUM CORPORATION OF INDIA LIMITED
(A Government of India Enterprise)
NARWAPAHAR, P. O. NARWA MINES - 832 111
DIST.: SINGHBHUM (E), JHARKHAND

No.: UCIL/MECH/NWP/39/16(i) September 2, 2016

CORRIGENDUM TO N.I.T. NO.: NWP/761 DT. 22-08-16

Due to poor response, the following dates of the above N.I.T. are extended as follows.

(1). Last date for submission of tender: **Up to 3.00 P. M. on 13-09-16.**

(2). Date of opening of tender: **13-09-16 at 3.30 P. M.**

(Technical Part)

This is for the information of all concerned.

For CHAIRMAN & MANAGING DIRECTOR
URANIUM CORPORATION OF INDIA LIMITED